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In recent months, Texas campaign finance laws

have changed, via administrative rules and

advisory opinions.  These administrative changes

are important for those involved in Texas political

activity, from the campaigns themselves to those

donors and outside groups looking to be active.

Online Political Advertising

Many campaigns these days use online

advertising to spread the campaign’s message.

Frequently, these ads contain a campaign logo,

a short statement about the candidate or issue,

or both.  When a user clicks on the ad, the

individual is usually taken to a website or page

advertising the candidate.  While these ads are

widely used, many people forget one basic

requirement for all political advertising:  that it

must contain a political advertising disclaimer

statement.  Recently, the Texas Ethics

Commission adopted an advisory opinion about

these types of ads.  In its advisory opinion, the

Commission said that including the phrase “Pol

Ad” in the text would satisfy the disclaimer

requirement, but only if, when a person clicked

on the ad, they were taken to a website where

the full political advertising statement is

displayed.  Absent this opinion, the full political

advertising disclaimer would be required.

While not discussed in the opinion, it is worth

noting that all campaign websites, from those

paid for by the campaign itself to the pages the

campaign establishes on Facebook, should

probably include the political advertising

disclaimer on them.  Further, those campaigns

with Twitter accounts should, on their Twitter

bios, include the disclaimer statement.

Corporate Political Activity

After the U.S. Supreme Court issued its recent

opinion in Citizens United v. FEC, corporations

have had the constitutional right to spend

corporate funds on independent advertising

supporting or opposing candidates.  An open

question existed as to whether, and how, Texas

would regulate those expenditures (called direct

campaign expenditures).  At its April meeting,

the Texas Ethics Commission adopted an

advisory opinion answering those questions.

After clearly stating corporations may not

contribute directly to candidates (including in-

kind contributions), the Ethics Commission

established some rules of the road for corporate

political activity.  Basically, corporations are

treated like any other person authorized to make

direct campaign expenditures.  They have

disclosure requirements about how much

money they spend and where they spend it, and

any political advertising must include the

political advertising disclaimer.  The Ethics

Commission is in the process of promulgating

rules clarifying these reporting requirements.  At

this time, it is still an open question whether a

corporation may work in concert with another

person in making these expenditures.  You can

find a more detailed discussion of this opinion

by clicking here.

Reporting Political Expenditures

At its April meeting, the Texas Ethics

Commission finalized new rules on reporting

political expenditures.  These rules are

effective for all expenditures made on or after

July 1, 2010 (which means they did not apply

to the July 15, 2010 semi-annual campaign

finance report).  Once effective, filers will need

to include both a category and a description

for each expenditure.  The filing software will

contain a list of pre-set categories, such as

advertising expense, consulting expense, or

legal services.  After selecting the relevant

category for an expense, the filer must then list

a description describing the campaign or
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officeholder purpose for each expense, such

as “campaign office rent” or “legal fees for

campaign/officeholder matters.”

Upcoming Deadlines

October 4, 2010

30-day report due for November election.

October 25, 2010

8-day report due for November election.
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